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The Tenth Anniversary Edition of the New York Situations bestselling book that has sold over half a million
copies in paperback. Loud, distracting ties, automated wake-up calls and cologne on the tongue could just
hide so much for so long. when the ordinary person went house at nighttime, Augusten never went home
at all. Regular.' He'd generally rest his briefcase up for grabs below the mirror in the foyer, clean his
forehead with a monogrammed handkerchief and say, ‘Better make it a double. However when the normal
person had two beverages, Augusten was circling the drain by having twelve; You've noticed him on the
road, in pubs, on the subway, at restaurants: a twentysomething guy, nice suit, works in marketing.
Regular. When he'd get back from function and Samantha would state, ‘Darren, do you want me to repair
you a drink?'" (from Chapter Two)You may not know it, but you've fulfilled Augusten Burroughs. I
worshipped Darren Stevens the First."I was addicted to "Bewitched" as a youngster. At the request (well,
it wasn't a really request) of his employers, Augusten lands in rehab, where his dreams of group therapy
with Robert Downey Jr. are immediately dashed by grim fact of fluorescent light and paper hospital house
slippers. However when Augusten is pressured to examine himself, something actually starts to click and
that's when he finds himself in the worst trouble of all. Because when his four weeks are up, he has to go
back to his same drunken Manhattan existence?and live it sober. What follows is certainly a memoir that's
as moving as it is definitely funny, as heartbreaking since it is true. Dry is the story of like, loss, and
Starbucks as an increased Power.
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Not a true story by the author's own admission About 50 pages in to the publication, Burroughs references
an instant where he realizes giving his therapist a true statement will probably not review well, therefore
he says he does "what we do in advertising: I give her a weasel."I sort of felt like Burroughs provided us a
weasel, and we fell for this.I can't put a finger on why We felt this: perhaps the whiz-banginess, or the
uncannily-timed happening of events, or vignettes which were a little too precious, but it simply felt like BS
if you ask me.I suppose that if this sounds interesting for you, and you like his style, that you will also
enjoy reading :) Unless you mind profanity Couldn't finish. For example, when Pighead is usually dying,
Burroughs recalls a trip in Massachusets the prior fall, and Pighead says he'd do anything to go back to it.
Then, only a chapter or so afterwards he references that get to Massachusets "Those years ago". So real,
it had been scary I loved every instant in this book.I went hunting and there can be an enormous
disclaimer at the start of the publication that says, in thus many words, that "titles have been changed
(unsurprising), personas have been combined (a bit more surprising) stories have already been embellished
and perhaps just outright made up (wholly surprising). Ways to get through it all.."Perhaps I'm simply bitter
because I done an MFA in creative nonfiction but there was an expectation then (20 years ago) that a
memoir would be as honest as possible whenever we can, otherwise, it should not end up being called a
memoir. I didn't find it as funny as a few of his other books. So it simply appears like, well, bs that
someone cashes in on a memoir with a little disclaimer that it's not, the truth is, true. Couldn't put it down!
I possibly could hardly put this publication down. I'm really amazed Burroughs escaped this. I really like
Augusten Burroughs' books I love Augusten Burroughs' books. Appreciated this memoir for giving me the
side I was lacking while trying to talk to a functioning drunk. If you have ever not understood the
mentality of an addict, this tale gets you in his head during his occasions of drinking and going dry and can
help you understand exactly how he feels. I understand have a grasp on how hard it is to be in crisis and
experience a drink will so conveniently numb the pain of as soon as. He writes in a way that makes you
want to reach out and hug him, end up being his friend, and help to keep him on the right path. I found
myself stumbling around Manhattan with him and becoming delivered off to rehab to save lots of my job,
and lifestyle. My experience with alcoholics is that they believe nobody knows they stand before the rest of
us inebriated. When he explained that alcohol consumption felt right, like his personal physiology, I
understood what he meant in ways I hadn't understood before. Glassy eyed and congenial to mask the
intoxicating lunch break, then returning to work with more talent and knowledge than I could attain and I
am the sober one. He and his brother were raised in the most disturbing of households, yet their books are
funny and make you identify with the author easily. and laugh outloud funny, too Augusten writes fabulous
books. Very informative, and laugh outloud funny, too. I save his books as they help me understand so very
much about lifestyle, and help me heal from the abuses that pile on..All the ups and downs of a life fully
lived, unfiltered, explored and analyzed. I want him a sober and content life.To be fair, the book is a superb
and engaging read, just take it for what it is. This is such a deep and telling story of the struggles of
addiction. How the guy can tell actually the darkest of occasions and keep a feeling of humor and lightness
through everything just made this reserve so compelling. I couldn't put the publication down, I had to know
what occurred next! From him teetering on the edge to come back to drinking and suffering major loss.
Every details was just so raw you nearly felt as though it were you in the story, feeling every up and down
of the Rollercoaster of emotions. I could read it again and again! Augusten lived with crazy people in the
doctor's filthy home, hardly ever went to school, and became the obsession of a pedophile that lived in a
barn behind the house. I highly recommend this publication to anyone who has struggled within their lives
with accepting themselves, and the difficult issues life has in store for us.. Writers have already been taken
down for their stories being BS. He's a good writer who has no shame in talking about and admitting the
many personal and embarrassing information. Burroughs. Burroughs is normally a talented advertising guy
but his personal existence is chaos. I read "This is How" a while back, so I currently knew I enjoyed his

style. He has experienced so much. The whole family writes fantastic books. I really enjoyed reading this
book I realised, after looking through my reading history, that I'd read two books by Augusten Burroughs,
therefore i decided to download some samples of additional books of his. He'd be like "Who is this weird
woman and how can I get away". Inspiring This book was phenomenal. As someone with a history with an
extremely different addiction, Burroughs memoir was tugging within my center strings from the first
chapter. Feels Right Enjoyed reading his perspective. I really like how flawlessly he brings us through his
everyday activities, and makes the most mundane thing, such as for example cleaning his apartment or likely
to work, have existence and carry a power with it. As a middle aged conservative christian, one might think
me to become an unlikely lover of Mr. I have already read Running with Scissors and HOW EXACTLY TO, I
find myself a straight bigger Augusten Burroughs enthusiast than I currently was.. For his sake, I hope I
never meet him because the mother in me would want to give him a great big hug, kiss on the top and
desire his childhood apart. This was one sample, that i then bought completely.I really enjoyed scanning this
book. It's a story about a amount of time in the author's marketing career, and his time in rehab for
alcoholism. And partway through I began to see some inconsistencies. Not as good as his others This
focuses a whole lot and his consuming and recovery. I want my money back Loved it We love anything the
person writes, great read, super fast, entertaining and raw. Not for me Did not read simply because the
movie Running with Scisors seemed dark. Excellent memoir Augusten Burroughs can be an American article
writer who's perhaps most widely known for his memoir "Running With Scissors", which files his strange,
abusive childhood. In short, Augusten's parents divorced when he was youthful, and his unstable mom
provided him to her Massachusetts psychiatrist, Dr. Finch. I love his writing style and can probably read the
other . The book was adapted into a 2006 film. "Dry" accumulates a decade or so after "Working With
Scissors", when Burroughs is definitely an effective twentysomething copywriter in New York City, pulling
down a six-figure salary. I really like his writing style and will probably read the various other books he has
created. He can't deal with responsibility, doesn't pay his bills until each goes into collection, and (despite
being well off) sometimes loses his phone assistance and utilities. Burroughs is also a significant drunk who's
frequently late to work, and frequently turns up stinking of alcoholic beverages. After Burroughs misses an
important meeting with a client his boss provides him an ultimatum: Head to rehab or get fired. This may
come as a shock, however, many us today would prefer to not spend all day with a person who drops F
bombs in every additional sentence. I viewed people I went to graduate school with create non fiction
materials and slave over specifics and realities for many years (see Rebecca Skloot). LAUGH UNTIL YOU
CRY A MASTERPIECE BY Auston bURROUGES Couldn't put it down I loved this reserve. I read it from
entrance to back 2 days - which really is a brand-new record for me personally. I cared for the personas
and loved the authors voice. A must read!So. Recommend to those who are going through early sobriety
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